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In this theoretical investigation, we ex-
amine the effectiveness of a protocol incor-
porating periodic quantum resetting for
preparing ground states of frustration-free
parent Hamiltonians. This protocol uses
a steering Hamiltonian that enables local
coupling between the system and ancil-
lary degrees of freedom. At periodic in-
tervals, the ancillary system is reset to its
initial state. For infinitesimally short re-
set times, the dynamics can be approxi-
mated by a Lindbladian whose steady state
is the target state. For finite reset times,
however, the spin chain and the ancilla be-
come entangled between reset operations.
To evaluate the protocol, we employ Ma-
trix Product State simulations and quan-
tum trajectory techniques, focusing on the
preparation of the spin-1 Affleck-Kennedy-
Lieb-Tasaki state. Our analysis considers
convergence time, fidelity, and energy evo-
lution under different reset intervals. Our
numerical results show that ancilla system
entanglement is essential for faster con-
vergence. In particular, there exists an
optimal reset time at which the protocol
performs best. Using a simple approxima-
tion, we provide insights into how to op-
timally choose the mapping operators ap-
plied to the system during the reset pro-
cedure. Furthermore, the protocol shows
remarkable resilience to small deviations
in reset time and dephasing noise. Our
study suggests that stroboscopic maps us-
ing quantum resetting may offer advan-
tages over alternative methods, such as
quantum reservoir engineering and quan-
tum state steering protocols, which rely on
Markovian dynamics.

1 Introduction

Quantum technologies hold immense potential
for addressing significant challenges in quan-
tum simulation, communication, and informa-
tion processing. Consequently, the preparation
of fiducial quantum states and the development
of noise-resistant state preparation routines are
of paramount importance, especially for noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices [1].

Quantum state preparation by means of uni-
tary quantum circuits often faces challenges due
to the required circuit complexity [2], which may
demand large circuit depths and thus require
low error rates, unattainable in the NISQ era.
Various approaches have been proposed, starting
from adiabatic techniques [3, 4, 5] and sequences
of unitary transformations [6, 7].

An alternative, and possibly more robust,
strategy implements protocols based on non-
unitary dynamics. One strategy goes under the
name of reservoir engineering [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
and aims at designing effective master equations
whose steady state is the target state of the quan-
tum state preparation. Quantum reservoir engi-
neering has been proposed for quantum comput-
ing [11] and for robust preparation of many-body
quantum states [13, 14]. Designing Markovian
master equations, however, limits to performing
operations in the weak coupling limit, leading to
slow convergence speeds, which could be counter-
balanced by including time-dependent controls
[15].

Further strategies pursue quantum state
preparation using adaptive measurements, as for
example in Ref. [16, 17]. These protocols are
efficient, yet require the use of feedback based
on non-local measurements, which is not yet
widely accessible on current quantum platforms.
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In particular, local feedback control has only
been achieved experimentally in a few cases, and
it underperforms coherent entanglement gates
by about two orders of magnitude [18, 19, 20].
Preparing non-local states between spatially sep-
arated elements [21, 22, 23] or applying feedback
to larger lattices [24] is expected to create an even
larger gap.

A procedure for preparing quantum states
from a fiducial one, which is not adaptive and is
based solely on local operations, can be achieved
through quantum state steering via measure-
ments and reset of ancillary degrees of freedom
[25, 26, 27, 28]. It is known that for unitary
dynamics the use of ancillas can dramatically
improve the speed of unitary quantum circuits
[7, 29, 30, 31]. Likewise, coherent feedback is
known to have improved best-case scaling com-
pared to measurement-based approaches for state
preparation [32]. Here, we make use of ancilla co-
herence to accelerate dissipative dynamics, where
the ancillas act as a non-Markovian memory
within the engineered reservoir [33]. Thus, in this
study, we explore the transition from quantum
reservoir engineering to quantum state steering
via the central tool of a stroboscopic map, which
we turn from representing just an unraveling of
the Lindblad master equation to becoming the
key to go beyond.

Here, we test this idea on a protocol introduced
by Roy et al. [28] for quantum state steering into
states with frustration-free parent Hamiltonians.
Specifically, we will be investigating the AKLT
state, a spin-1 symmetry-protected topological
state (SPT) [34, 35] with spin-1

2 edge states, is
used in this study as a test case for the proposed
protocol. This state has potential applications
in the study of phases of matter and as a re-
source for Measurement-Based Quantum Com-
puting [36]. The protocol is applicable to any
state with a frustration-free parent Hamiltonian,
like for example the cluster state. In this work,
we select the AKLT state for both its simplic-
ity and its potential usefulness. In a nutshell,
we utilize measurements and resets to eliminate
undesired portions of the Hilbert space from the
available dynamical trajectories of the quantum
state. Thus, we effectively drive the system into
the target state of interest.

In order to do so, and as illustrated in Fig. 1,
the system is coupled to ancillas with a time-

independent Hamiltonian for a time period of δt.
The protocol exploits the frustration-free nature
of the parent Hamiltonian, enabling the writing
of local operators that map from locally excited
states to locally unexcited states. Coupling these
local operators to ancilla qubits results in a bias
towards the desired non-unitary dynamics if the
ancillas are reset periodically. On a different note
to previous works, we determine the convergence
time as a function of the resetting time δt, and
investigate the stroboscopic map in regimes be-
yond the Markovian limit. Note that in the weak-
coupling/Markovian limit, our protocol exhibits
similarities to the Zeno effect, as rapid successive
measurements effectively freeze the state’s evolu-
tion. However, a key difference arises in stronger
coupling regimes, where some evolution is per-
mitted, and the ancillas are reset to their initial
states, distinguishing the protocol from the Zeno
effect setup.

This study is organized as follows: In Sec. 2,
the potential of a stroboscopic map, defined as
ρ(t+ δt) = Λδt [ρ(t)], for preparing desired quan-
tum states is investigated. In Sec. 3, it is demon-
strated how the protocol can be used to steer into
the AKLT state, and a criterion for selecting op-
timal mapping operators that minimize both en-
tanglement generation and convergence times is
proposed, since the choice of mapping operators
is non-unique.

In Sec. 4, full simulations of the system and an-
cillas are conducted using Matrix Product States
(MPS) and quantum trajectories to examine the
stroboscopic map in regimes beyond the purely
Markovian limit. Furthermore, optimal measure-
ment intervals are determined, and two distinct
limits of the system’s evolution are identified:
the weak-coupling and the strong-coupling lim-
its. In the weak-coupling limit, the system ex-
hibits Markovian behavior akin to Lindblad dy-
namics, with an increased convergence speed for
larger values of δt. This behavior persists up to
a certain threshold for δt.

Conversely, in the strong-coupling limit, the
convergence rate decreases as the time between
successive measurements and resets grows. Re-
markably, a broad optimum between these two
regimes is uncovered, the position of which can
be estimated using a simplified model of com-
muting mapping operators. In Sec. 5, the sim-
plified model of commuting mapping operators
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Figure 1: This figure illustrates the stroboscopic map. Subfigure (a) depicts the quantum systems evolution, where
the state is initially |↑⟩⊗L

S , which resides entirely within the system’s Hilbert space (green line). The unitary evolution
with the steering Hamiltonian for a duration of δt (blue arrows) entangles the system and the ancillas, leading the
state to occupy the combined Hilbert space HS × HA (light blue surface). Measurement or resetting of the ancillas
(red arrows) project back the state into Hs, bringing the system closer to the target state. Upon repeated application
of this procedure, the system converges to the target state |ψtarget⟩. Subfigure (b) represents the same process as a
quantum circuit.

is employed to pinpoint optimal mapping opera-
tors and to shed further light on the relationship
between minimizing the entropy generated by the
protocol and the convergence time.

Lastly, the stability of the protocol to dephas-
ing noise and the introduction of a stopping time
selection scheme based on information obtained
from the ancilla measurements is discussed in
Sec. 6.

In conclusion, our study provides valuable in-
sight into the different regimes of state prepa-
ration beyond traditional Markovian dynamics
and the potential applications of the stroboscopic
map for quantum state preparation.

2 The protocol
In this Section, we summarize the general fea-
tures of our protocol for ancilla-assisted quantum
state preparation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
idea has its roots in quantum reservoir engineer-
ing [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The dynamics are designed
such as to pull a quantum system into a target
state ρ0 as the result of the interplay between
coherent and incoherent dynamics. The target
state is thus the steady state. Assuming that the
system’s dynamics can be described by a linear
map Λ, the target state is a fixed point of the
map:

ρ0 = Λ[ρ0] . (1)

In our work, the system is a many-body system,
and the target state is a symmetry-protected
topological state. In order to benchmark our
analysis we analyze the quantum state prepara-
tion of a spin-1 chain in the AKLT state. Below
we review the general idea for generating the map
Λ and then describe the specific implementation
for the case here considered.

2.1 Time-periodic master equation

In order to generate Λ, the system S is coher-
ently coupled to an ancilla A. The ancilla A
subsequently experiences non-unitary dynamics,
characterized by a periodic resetting of its state
to a reference state. The composite Hilbert
space of the system and ancilla is denoted by
H = HS ⊗HA. The time-dependent master equa-
tion governing the density operator χ(t) in H is
represented by L(t), given as:

L(t)χ(t) = 1
iℏ [H,χ(t)] +

∑
n

δ(t− nδt)Kχ(t)

(2)

In this equation, the Hamiltonian H describes
the interaction between the system and the an-
cilla. The superoperator K, which acts periodi-
cally on the ancilla with a period of δt, is respon-
sible for resetting its state, and assumed to act on
a much faster timescale than the dynamics. Mas-
ter equations such as Eq. 2 have been explored in
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the literature to describe the dynamics of masers
pumped by beams of atoms [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]
and, more generally, in order to extend Floquet
theory to open quantum systems [42]. In some
cases, the ancilla is reset to different states as a
function of n [40].

In the context of microwave cavity quantum
electrodynamics, the operator K captures the ef-
fect of an atom interacting with the maser at
short intervals of time. When these interaction
times are much shorter than the other time scales
of the dynamics, they are approximated by ef-
fective kicks occurring at the instants tn = nδt
[39, 41]. In our case, instead, the interaction time
between the system and the ancilla stretches over
a finite interval δt, in which they become entan-
gled. These dynamics are encompassed by the
Hamiltonian

H = HS +HA +HSA (3)

whereHS andHA denote the Hamiltonian of sub-
systems S and A, respectively, and HSA their in-
teraction.
The dynamics are generated by Eq. 2, with the

additional constraint that superoperator K leads
to an instantaneous resetting of the state of the
ancilla to a reference state. The density matrix
immediately after the instant of time tn is given
by

χ(t+n ) = ρ(tn) ⊗ ϱA , (4)

where t±n = limϵ→0+ tn ±ϵ. In this equation, ϱA is
the ancilla’s reference state, and ρ(tn) is the sys-
tem’s state obtained by tracing out the ancilla
degrees of freedom from the density operator im-
mediately before the resetting:

ρ(tn) = TrA{χ(t−n )}. (5)

The protocol consists of identifying the operator
H and the superoperator K that leads to the de-
sired map Λ.
Some general considerations are in order. We

first notice that, for finite periods δt, the asymp-
totic state of the system ρSS is periodic, namely,
ρSS(t + δt) = ρSS(t). The state ρ0 is the time-
average of ρSS(t) over a period δt and the map Λ
is the one corresponding to the time-averaged dy-
namics, ρ0 =

∫ δt
0 dτρSS(τ)/δt. The limit δt → 0

leads to a time-independent master equation [39].
This master equation can be reduced to a time-
independent Born-Markov master equation for

the density matrix of the system ρ when the
ancilla-system coupling is sufficiently weak: As-
suming that J is the characteristic frequency
characterizing the system-ancilla coupling, then
the weak-coupling limit corresponds to Jδt ≪ 1
[41]. The strong-coupling limit, on the other
hand, can be characterized by limit cycles. The
latter have been discussed in microwave cavity
quantum electrodynamics [37, 38, 41] and were
instrumental in order to prepare Fock states of
a microwave resonator [43, 44]. Limit cycles in
the time-periodic master equation have been also
proposed for the quantum state preparation of
trapped ions [45] and ultracold atoms [46]. In the
following, we consider a protocol for preparing a
spin-1 chain into the AKLT state and system-
atically analyze its efficiency as a function of the
periodicity δt, ranging from the weak-coupling to
the strong-coupling limit.

2.2 Designing the system-ancilla coupling
Now, consider the density matrix χ(t). Its stro-
boscopic evolution is expressed as:

χ(t+n ) = TrA{e−iHδtχ(t+n−1)eiHδt} ⊗ ϱA . (6)

A significant challenge in quantum reservoir en-
gineering is identifying suitable Hamiltonian op-
erators H to design the target dynamics. For
a map Λ, corresponding to a Lindblad time-
independent master equation, one must identify
the Kraus operators and construct the associ-
ated Hamiltonian. This procedure is similar to
unraveling the master equation [47, 48]. A con-
venient approach is outlined in [28], which ap-
plies the von Neumann theory of measurement
to develop protocols that steer quantum systems
towards pure target states. According to this ap-
proach, HS = HA = 0 and the ancilla-system
Hamiltonian adopts the form:

HSA = J
∑
l,α

MS
l,α ⊗DA†

l,α + h.c (7)

Here the parameter J is the coupling strength,
DA†

l,α are local operators that map the ancillas into

a state orthogonal to the initial state, and MS
l,α

maps the system into the target subspace. More
specifically:

DA†
l,α = |ΦA

l,α⟩ ⟨ΦA
l,α| (8)

MS
l,α = |ψtarget

l,α ⟩ ⟨ψundesired
l,α | . (9)
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In these equations, |ΦA⟩ represents the initial an-
cilla state, and |ΦA

l,α⟩ are ancilla states chosen to

be orthogonal to the initial state ϱA = |ΦA⟩ ⟨ΦA|
the ancilla is periodically reset to. The states
|ψundesired

l,α ⟩ span the undesired subspace, while

the states |ψtarget
l,α ⟩ only need to span part of the

target subspace. The index l represents the lat-
tice site where the operator is applied, and α de-
notes the operator type. The target state is a
pure state, |ψ⟩0, and resides outside the local sub-
spaces of all the |ψundesired

l,α ⟩, rendering it a fixed

point of the dynamics ([H, ρ0 |ΦA⟩ ⟨ΦA|] = 0) and
ensuring convergence. Note that the |ψtarget

l,α ⟩ do
not need to span the entire target subspace. For
the protocol to converge to the target state, two
conditions must be met. First, the mapping op-
erators must steer out of the undesired subspace,
so that any state that is in the undesired sub-
space will be mapped to a state closer to the tar-
get state. Second, the mapping operators must
be chosen so that their effects at neighboring lat-
tice sites do not disrupt each other, as this can
potentially lead to the dynamics being trapped
in metastable states. We formalize ”not disrupt-
ing each other” as mapping operators at nearest
neighbors having a sufficiently small commuta-
tion relation (see Sec. 5). This will be demon-
strated in the next sections for the AKLT state,
where the |ψtarget

l,α ⟩ actually span only a part of
the target subspace.

Let us first consider the weak-coupling limit or
Markovian limit, Jδt ≪ 1. Then, the system’s
dynamics ρ(t) = TrA(χ(t)) can be described by
an effective Lindblad equation [39, 41, 28] :

∂tρ(t) = Jδt
∑
l,α

(
MS

l,αρ(t)MS†
l,α

− 1
2{MS†

l,αM
S
l,α, ρ(t)}

)
. (10)

where time is now rescaled by 1/J to be unitless
Jt → t. In this limit, the mapping operators be-
come effective jump operators that map into the
target state. This equation suggests, however,
that the rate of convergence towards the steady
state increases with δt, and is thus expected to
be found in the strong-coupling regime, where
Eq. 10 does not apply.
Generally, determining the optimal period δt

for the fastest convergence rate is a complex task
and often requires numerical approaches [41].
However, in a specific limit, an explicit deriva-

Figure 2: The mapping operators Mα are defined such
that all spin states resulting from the combination of
two spin-1 sites map from the spin-2 subspace to the
spin-(0,1) subspace.

tion of an expression for the fidelity evolution for
generic δt is possible. This requires constraining
the mapping operators to satisfy the commuta-
tion relations:

[MS
l,α,M

S
l′,α′ ] = 0 ∧ [MS

l,α,M
S†
l′,α′ ] = 0 ∀l ̸= l′ .

In this case, the fidelity F(t) = ⟨ψ0| ρ(t) |ψ0⟩
evolves according to:

F(t+ δt) =F(t)

+ sin(Jδt)2 ∑
l,α

⟨ψ0|MS
l,αρ(t)MS†

l,α |ψ0⟩ .

(11)

This equation demonstrates that selecting Jδt =
π
2 leads to the fastest convergence. Although it is
only possible to steer into simple quantum states
when using operators that satisfy the commuta-
tion relation above, this result offers valuable in-
sights into mapping operators that do not en-
tirely fulfill the commutation relations. Specifi-
cally, in Sec. 5 we derive mapping operators that
optimize the protocol efficiency taking this into
consideration.

Before concluding this section, it is important
to highlight a key observation. While in the
weak-coupling limit, the ancilla and system es-
sentially exist in a separable state due to the
Markovian nature of the limit [49], they become
entangled in the strong-coupling limit, revealing
the protocol’s non-Markovian nature. In this re-
gard, the quantum nature of the ancilla is crucial
to the protocol. Furthermore, the reset opera-
tion of the ancilla state is effectively a quantum
resetting [50, 51, 52].
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Figure 3: This Figure shows the convergence of the protocol for different measurement intervals δt in a system of
size Ls = 15. Figure a) compares the dynamics obtained from projectively measuring the ancillas with the effective
Lindblad dynamics (Jδt → 0). It is expected that the measurement-induced behavior matches the Lindblad dynamics
up to a factor of Jδt in time (Eq. 10), and this seems to be approximately the case for δt < π

4 . Note the rescaled
x-axis by a factor of Jδt to make the comparison to the Lindblad dynamics feasible. Figure b) shows the periodic
behavior of the energy per bond Eb(t) = 1

Ls−1 Tr [HAKLTρ(t)]. Figure c) shows the smoothed version of the energy,
where no data is displayed when the dynamics cannot be accurately computed. Lastly, Figure d) shows the average
infidelity 1 − F (ρ) = 1 −

∑4
i ⟨AKLT|i ρ |AKLT⟩i with respect to the four AKLT states.

3 Mapping Operators For The AKLT
State

The 1D spin-1 Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki
(AKLT) state is a relevant example for evalu-
ating the effectiveness of the stroboscopic map
in preparing quantum states. The AKLT state
is known for its symmetry-protected topologi-
cal (SPT) [34, 35] properties and spin-1

2 edge
states. It has also been proposed as a resource
in measurement-based quantum computing [36].
The AKLT state can be prepared with the stro-
boscopic map due to the frustration-free nature
of its parent Hamiltonian, which allows for the
use of local operators to map excited states to
unexcited ones.

The AKLT state is a ground state of the fol-

lowing Hamiltonian:

HAKLT =
∑

l

P 2(S⃗l + S⃗l+1)

=
∑

l

[1
2 S⃗l · S⃗l+1 + 1

6
(
S⃗l · S⃗l+1

)2
+ 1

3

]
(12)

Here, P 2
l,l+1 = P 2(S⃗l + S⃗l+1) are operators that

project two neighboring spin-1 S⃗l and S⃗l+1 into
the spin-2 subspace. Note that the Hamiltonian
was chosen to be dimensionless. Four distinct
AKLT states exist in the subspace spanned by
the (zero, one) basis, characterized by the prop-
erty P 2

l,l+1 |AKLT⟩i = 0 ∀l.
To prepare the AKLT state using a strobo-

scopic map, local operators are required to map
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from the spin-2 subspace to the spin-(0,1) sub-
space. To accomplish this, a set of operators
Mα must be defined such that all states in the
spin-2 subspace are mapped to the spin-(0,1) sub-
space (see Fig. 2). There are many different
choices for the mapping operatorsMα, but differ-
ent choices will lead to drastically different con-
vergence speeds. In the main text, we used the
mapping operators:

MS
l,1 =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 2| + 1√

2
|1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 0| +

|1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−2|
]

l,l+1

MS
l,2 =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 1| + 1√

2
|1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 0| +

|1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−1|
]

l,l+1
. (13)

These operators were chosen based on an ad hoc
condition, to try to conserve quantum numbers as
much as possible and thus improve experimental
realizability. This condition excludes mapping
operators that significantly change the quantum
numbers, such as mapping from angular momen-
tum 2 to -1, i.e. |1,−1⟩ ⟨2, 2|. Note that these
mapping operators are not steering into the |0, 0⟩
state, this is not an issue as long as they are steer-
ing away from all the states in the spin two sub-
space.

In the rest of this paper, we will analyze the
protocol using the mapping operators in Eq. 13.
Before concluding this section we note that the
choice of these operators is not optimal. The
mapping operators, in fact, can be further op-
timized on the basis of two important considera-
tions.

The first observation to make is that all the
states in the spin-2 subspace should be mapped
out with equal strength, leading to the imposition
of a condition that the mapping operators must
sum to the Hamiltonian:

HAKLT =
∑

l

(
MS†

l,1M
S
l,1 +MS†

l,2M
S
l,2

)
. (14)

In the limit of Jδt → 0, combining this with
Eq. 10 yields:

∂tρ(t) = − Jδt

2 {HAKLT, ρ(t)}

+ Jδt
∑
l,α

MS
l,αρ(t)MS†

l,α . (15)

The first term in Eq. 15 corresponds to imagi-
nary time evolution, while the second term maps
the state from the undesired to the desired sub-
space. When measuring the ancillas, effectively
the imaginary time evolution term is applied
when the ancillas are measured to be in the ini-
tial state |ΦA⟩, and the second term is effectively
applied when they are found to be in an excited
state. Note that the mapping operators in Eq. 13
satisfy this first condition.
The second consideration involves the commu-

tation relations of the mapping operators at dif-
ferent lattice sites. If the mapping operators sat-
isfy [MS

l,α,M
S
l′,α′ ] = 0 and [MS

l,α,M
S†
l′,α′ ] = 0 for all

l ̸= l′, the dynamics will follow a sine function,
allowing the target state to be reached after only
one measurement with Jδt = π

2 . However, it is
not possible to choose mapping operators for the
AKLT state that fulfill these commutation rela-
tions.

Instead, the convergence time can be further
optimized by minimizing the commutator be-
tween the mapping operators. The relationship
between the commutation relation and conver-
gence time is further explored in Sec. 5.

To steer a state into an AKLT state with Ls

qutrits, a total of L = 2Ls − 1 qutrits are nec-
essary. The ancillas, which are also spin ones,
are initialized/reset to the spin-up state and are
evolved according to:

DA†
l,1 = |0⟩ ⟨↑|l (16)

DA†
l,2 = |↓⟩ ⟨↑|l (17)

|ΦA⟩ = |↑↑↑ ...⟩ . (18)

where |↓⟩, |↑⟩, and |0⟩ are the eigenstates of the
spin-1 Sz operator.

4 The Stroboscopic Protocol: results
In this section, we compare the dynamics of the
stroboscopic protocol with those found in the
weak-coupling limit governed by Markovian dy-
namics, which can be described by a Lindblad
master equation. Notably, the Markovian limit
exhibits characteristics of quantum reservoir en-
gineering, providing a basis for comparing the
dynamics of the stroboscopic protocol to those
observed in reservoir engineering. Simulation re-
sults reveal two distinct limits for the δt param-
eter in the stroboscopic protocol. The first limit,
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Figure 4: The figure illustrates the convergence time, denoted as tconv. This is defined as the time it takes for the
ancillas to stop transitioning to states other than their initial spin-up state, effectively stopping their flipping into any
excited states. This marks the beginning of the linear decay of the temperature of the system. tconv is plotted as a
function of (a) the measurement interval δt and (b) the system size Ls. In panel (a), we see that tconv decreases as
Jδt increases until a minimum is reached around π

2 , while the Lindblad approximation (dashed lines) would predict
a decrease of tconv ∼ 1

δt for small δt. Panel (b) shows that tconv increases linearly with Ls at a fixed time step of
Jδt = π/2, as indicated by the gray regression line.

referred to as the weak-coupling limit, adheres to
a Lindbladian dynamic, while the second regime,
the strong-coupling limit, demonstrates conver-
gence at a slower rate. Furthermore, we identify
an intermediate regime that exhibits the fastest
convergence and resembles the exceptional case
where mapping operators commute. Note that
all simulations were performed with the help of
the AbelianSymTensor library in Fortran.

The quantum state is initialized as a chain
of alternating system and ancilla qutrits in a
product state, |ψ⟩ = |↑↑ . . .⟩. To time-evolve
the state, the Time-Dependent Variational Prin-
ciple (TDVP) algorithm [53] is employed, with
the state represented by a Matrix Product State
(MPS). After each time interval δt, the an-
cilla qutrits are measured and reset to the spin-
up state. This measurement and reset process
projects the quantum state closer to the target
state. Through repeated iterations and a suffi-
ciently small δt, the state converges to the target
state. This process is simulated using quantum
trajectories [54].

4.1 Weak-Coupling Limit

In the weak-coupling limit, where Jδt < π
4 , the

dynamics resemble those of Markovian dynam-
ics. Consequently, it is expected that the conver-

gence speed should be proportional to the mea-
surement interval, and so the convergence time
should be inversely proportional tconv ∝ 1

δt (see
Eq. 10). The Lindblad limit is compared to sim-
ulations at finite values of δt in Fig. 3(a). For
both paradigms, the energy of the AKLT Hamil-
tonian per bond, Eb(t) = 1

Ls−1 Tr [HAKLTρ(t)],
converges to the AKLT state exponentially fast.
As anticipated, for small measurement intervals
Jδt < π

4 , the evolution at finite δt matches the
solution of the effective Lindbladian for Jδt → 0.
Outside of the Markovian limit, the energy per
bond decays more slowly than predicted by the
Lindbladian but still converges to the AKLT
state.

To gain a deeper understanding of the energy
evolution for finite values of δt, one can refer
to Fig. 3(b). The yellow dashed line illustrates
the energy evolution in the absence of measure-
ments, offering insight into the convergence speed
for various δt values. This line exhibits damped
energy oscillations that would continue if mea-
surements were to cease at any point during the
protocol. The speed of convergence to the target
state is determined by the energy value at which
the damped oscillation is interrupted by measure-
ment and reset, initiating a new cycle of damped
energy oscillations that will be interrupted once
another measurement is performed.
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Two limits corresponding to different values of
δt can be observed in this damped oscillation. In
the weak-coupling limit, the energy initially de-
creases when the Hamiltonian is turned on. In
the absence of measurements, the intermediate
regime is entered, where the energy follows a si-
nusoidal pattern until it reaches saturation at
a value below the initial energy in the strong-
coupling limit. When the ancillas are reset, the
sinusoidal energy decrease starts again from the
beginning, which is different from the case with-
out measurements. The black line in Fig. 3(b),
representing the weak-coupling limit with a re-
setting interval of Jδt = 0.2π, behaves similarly
to the Lindbladian as discussed earlier. Since
the measurement interval for the black line is
fast, it is not affected by the sinusoidal nature
of the measurement-free evolution. In contrast,
larger values of δt in the intermediate regime
0.4π < Jδt < 0.6π can exploit the sinusoidal
structure to minimize the energy in each step
of the process. However, in the strong-coupling
limit 0.6π < Jδt, larger values of δt, measured
after the sinusoidal structure has already started
to increase, resulting in slower convergence times.

Fig. 3(c),(d) further demonstrates the conver-
gence behavior of the energy/infidelity for differ-
ent values of δt. Both quantities show the fastest
convergence when in the intermediate regime
with Jδtopt ≈ π

2 . This is consistent with the
observations made in the previous paragraph.

It should be noted that for values of δt in the
strong-coupling limit, accurate simulations of the
system are not possible due to technical limita-
tions. As measurements become less frequent,
the quantum state accumulates more entangle-
ment, which cannot be adequately represented
by an MPS (see Sec. 4.3). As a result, the lines
in Fig. 3(c),(d) are discontinued once these tech-
nical limitations arise.

4.2 Convergence times

To further examine the convergence behavior, we
define the convergence time as the moment when
the ancillas cease to flip into an excited state (i.e.,
any state other than the initial state |↑⟩) and in-
stead stay in their initial state. This event occurs
when the system’s excitations are insufficient to
induce transitions excitations in the ancillas, al-
lowing only the imaginary time evolution term
in Eq. 15 to act on the state. As a result, the

cessation of ancilla flipping corresponds to the
cooling of the state, leading to a reduction in
the inverse temperature of the state, denoted by
∆β(t) = t ·Jδt. Once the state is considered con-
verged, an exponential decrease in energy, char-
acterized by E(t) ∝ e−Jt·δt∆E , where ∆E is the
energy gap of the AKLT Hamiltonian, is observed
(see App. A).

Fig. 4(a) displays the convergence time for the
system as a function of δt for different system
sizes. The optimal value of δt is found to be
around Jδtopt ≈ π

2 for all sizes, corresponding to
the intermediate regime where the sinusoidal pat-
tern of the energy evolution enables faster con-
vergence. In contrast, smaller values of δt in
the weak-coupling limit and larger values in the
strong-coupling limit result in slower convergence
times due to not exploiting the sinusoidal struc-
ture. It is evident that in the weak-coupling limit,
the procedure will always converge with a con-
vergence time proportional to 1

δt (see the dotted
lines in Fig. 4(a)), as the Lindbladian guarantees
it. However, the possibility of convergence in the
strong-coupling limit remains uncertain and will
be further explored in the following section.

The energy evolution behavior in the interme-
diate regime can be further understood by con-
sidering the case where the mapping operators
commute, [MS

l,α,M
S
l+1,α′ ] = 0 (see Sec. 2). In

this case, the optimal value for δt is Jδtopt = π
2 ,

and the energy fluctuates periodically with a si-
nusoidal pattern. This observation aligns with
those made in the intermediate regime. How-
ever, if the mapping operators do not commute,
the sinusoidal behavior may be altered, leading to
slightly different convergence times in the inter-
mediate regime and a complete departure from
the commuting case when entering the strong-
coupling limit. This commutation relation plays
a significant role in finding the optimal mapping
operators (see Sec. 5).

The system’s convergence time, analyzed in
Fig. 4(b) as a function of the system size, ex-
hibits a linear increase with the size of the chain.
This observation is attributed to the delocalized
nature of the AKLT state, featuring two spin-half
edge states. Preparing the AKLT state requires
entangling the two edges of the chain, which, for a
local protocol, scales linearly with the system size
at best. Although protocols employing non-local
feedback from measurement results, as demon-
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strated in [16], can achieve non-scaling conver-
gence speeds, these methods have limitations,
such as the inclusion of non-local measurement-
based feedback, which is not yet widely accessible
on current quantum platforms. In light of this,
we focus on a minimalist solution for stabilizing
these topological states in the NISQ era.

4.3 Strong-Coupling limit

In the previous section, the strong-coupling limit
was characterized by values of δt at which the sys-
tem’s energy ceases to display a sinusoidal pat-
tern and instead approaches a constant energy
value during each iteration of the protocol. This
section focuses on examining the system’s behav-
ior under these values of δt, with particular em-
phasis on the role of entanglement entropy. En-
tanglement entropy is computed by partitioning
a quantum system into two parts, A and B, and
determining the von Neumann entropy of the re-
duced density matrix for part A. This measure
quantifies the extent of quantum correlations be-
tween subsystems and is essential for investigat-
ing properties of quantum many-body systems,
such as phase transitions and entanglement scal-
ing. In this study, attention is directed toward
the average entanglement entropy across the pure
states in different trajectories characterized by
the probabilistic ancilla measurement outcomes.

It is a priori unclear whether the protocol
will continue to converge to the AKLT state for
larger time intervals, δt, between measurements.
Fig. 3(c) demonstrates that convergence decel-
erates as δt increases, but it remains uncertain
whether the protocol will cease converging at a
finite δt. In the absence of measurements, i.e.,
δt → ∞, the system is expected not to con-
verge to the AKLT state. Moreover, in the no-
measurement scenario, the entanglement of the
quantum system is anticipated to grow ballisti-
cally until it reaches the system’s maximal en-
tropy capacity, L

2 log(3). This section investigates
if there exists a finite value of the measurement
time interval δt, at which measuring and reset-
ting the ancillas fail to reduce the system’s en-
tropy, resulting in exponentially scaling conver-
gence times with system size, as observed in the
study of the Measurement Induced Entanglement
Phase Transition (MIEPT).

Models featuring MIEPT typically have two
different elements: a measurement element that

reduces entropy and a Hamiltonian evolution or
random circuit element that increases entropy. In
our protocol, the entropy-reducing element is the
reset of the ancillas, and the entropy-increasing
element is the Hamiltonian evolution. In systems
exhibiting MIEPT, measurements can counter-
balance entanglement growth induced by Hamil-
tonian evolution up to a certain ratio between
the two elements. In such systems, if an insuffi-
cient number of measurements are performed, an
entanglement phase transition may arise, leading
to entanglement growth.

Should a phase transition manifest in the
stroboscopic protocol, it would likely material-
ize as a deviation in the entanglement growth,
potentially impeding convergence to the tar-
get state. Nonetheless, our analysis employing
the entanglement-extrapolation technique out-
lined in App. B suggests that this model does
not exhibit a phase transition. Instead, it dis-
plays characteristics of a volume law phase even
for small values of δt.

The system’s entanglement initially increases
from its initial value, reaching a maximum at a
time tmax and an entanglement entropy Smax (see
Fig. 5(a)). Subsequently, the entropy decreases
until it reaches the entanglement entropy of the
AKLT state. The AKLT state’s entropy lies be-
tween log(2) and log(4), depending on the en-
tanglement degree of the two edge states. This
pattern is observed for all values of δt, with the
sole difference being that larger values of δt yield
higher values of Smax. Our aim is to ascertain
whether there exists a value of δt for which the
system’s entanglement begins to increase bal-
listically. This effect would cause Smax to in-
crease to L

2 log(3) and would exponentially slow
down convergence to the target state. The in-
crease in entropy would also hinder our ability
to accurately simulate the system, as the max-
imum entanglement entropy that an MPS can
represent is constrained by the bond dimension
to S ≤ log(bond). Nevertheless, this limita-
tion is partially alleviated by our entanglement-
extrapolation technique, detailed in App. B.

Fig 5(b) displays the maximal entanglement
entropy reached during the evolution, Smax, for
various system sizes, Ls. The results reveal that
Smax approaches the entropy of the AKLT state
as the time step δt nears zero and increases lin-
early for large δt. As the system size expands,
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Figure 5: (a) Shows the average extrapolated entanglement S̄ for different measurement intervals δt at a system
size of Ls = 15. Simulations at large δt produce more entanglement than can be accurately represented with a bond
dimension of 100 and are thus discontinued when they no longer match simulations with a lower bond dimension.
(b) Presents the maximum entanglement reached for different δt, which are effectively the maxima of Fig. (a) for
simulations with bond dimensions of 66 (dotted line) and 100 (continuous line) (c) Shows the time required to reach
the maximal entanglement. (d) Compares the convergence time to the time taken to reach the maximal entropy. (e)
Displays the entanglement buildup rate to the maximum Smax/tmax.

Smax grows approximately linearly, indicating a
volume law phase. Additionally, the time re-
quired to reach Smax, as depicted in Fig. 5(c),
appears to increase linearly with large δt. Impor-
tantly, no lattice size-dependent discontinuity is
observed in either tmax, Smax, or their derivatives,
suggesting the absence of a phase transition. In-
triguingly, even without biasing the dynamics by
resetting the ancillas, the entanglement entropy
attains a stationary value similar to Smax ob-
served in the reset-and-measure protocol. The
only distinction to the data shown here is that
the entropy does not decrease to the target state
because the dynamics are no longer biased with-
out the reset. Nonetheless, even in this modified
protocol, there is no evidence of a phase transi-
tion.

Remarkably, the time required to reach maxi-
mal entanglement exhibits a behavior similar to
the convergence time, with a minimum around

Jδt = π
2 . For large δt, tmax can be accurately

calculated, as shorter simulations are necessary.
The same linear behavior is observed for tmax as
for the convergence time tconv when δt is large.
Specifically, tconv appears to be two to three times
larger than tmax (see Fig. 5(d)). Since tmax does
not diverge at any point, it is plausible that tconv
will not diverge either. If this trend persists for
larger δt, it would imply that the protocol con-
verges after a fixed number of measurements for
larger δt.

The analysis of the quantity Smax
Jtmax

, illustrated
in Fig. 5(e), provides valuable insights. This
quantity serves multiple purposes: it reflects the
average rate at which the system attains maximal
entanglement entropy, and it remains invariant
with respect to lattice size, suggesting the ab-
sence of a phase transition. Initially, this quan-
tity increases due to the minimum at Jδt = π

2
in tmax, but it later converges to the ratio of the
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corresponding slopes of the linear functions Smax

and tmax in the strong-coupling limit. Examining
this quantity further corroborates the conclusion
that no phase transition exists in the system, thus
emphasizing the protocol’s reliability in converg-
ing to the target state.
Simulations were performed using bond dimen-

sions of 66 and 100 to validate the findings. Ow-
ing to the necessity of executing 128 distinct tra-
jectories for each parameter set, only small bond
dimensions were employed. In particular, 13,000
simulations were required to obtain the data pre-
sented in Fig. 5(b).

5 Optimal Mapping Operators
In this section, we analyze the influence of the
choice of mapping operators Mα on the dynam-
ics and convergence time required to prepare a
target state. To ensure that the mapping opera-
tors map into the AKLT state, they must satisfy
two conditions: first, they must map away from
the five states in the spin-2 subspace and into
the spin-(0,1) subspace (see Fig. 2); second, they
must contribute to the Hamiltonian as outlined
in Eq. 14.
If the mapping operators satisfy the com-

mutation relations [MS
l,α,M

S
l′,α′ ] = 0 and

[MS
l,α,M

S†
l′,α′ ] = 0 for all l ̸= l′, the dynamics ex-

hibit a sinusoidal pattern, and the target state
can be reached after a single measurement at
Jδt = π

2 time, as discussed in Sec. 2. In prac-
tice, however, it is not feasible to satisfy these
conditions for complex target states such as the
AKLT state.
If the commutation relations are not satisfied,

the operators interfere with each other, leading
to the formation of undesired entanglement in
parts of the system orthogonal to the target state.
The relationship between entanglement growth
and convergence times is explored in the previous
section.
In order to minimize entanglement generation

and thus reduce convergence times, the goal is to
approximate the commutation relation as closely
as possible. This goal is achieved by minimizing
the commutation measure:

comm(M) =
∑

l ̸=l′,α,α′

∥[Ml,α,Ml′,α′ ]∥2

+ ∥[Ml,α,M
†
l′,α′ ]∥2. (19)

For two nearest-neighbor mapping operators that
are identical for all lattice sites, the measure sim-
plifies to:

comm(M) =∥[Ml,1,Ml+1,1]∥2 + ∥[Ml,1,Ml+1,2]∥2

+∥[Ml,2,Ml+1,2]∥2 + ∥[Ml,1,M
†
l+1,1]∥2

+∥[Ml,1,M
†
l+1,2]∥2 + ∥[Ml,2,M

†
l+1,2]∥2.

(20)

Note that all mapping operators are also con-
strained by Eq. 14.
In the previous sections, the mapping opera-

tors:

1M
S
l,1 =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 2| + 1√

2
|1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 0| + |1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−2|

]
l,l+1

1M
S
l,2 =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 1| + 1√

2
|1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 0| + |1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−1|

]
l,l+1

(21)

have been used. These mapping operators have
a commutation measure of comm(1M) = 18.2
which is higher than the other mapping opera-
tors we will introduce in this section. The 1M
operators were chosen for symmetry reasons be-
fore the relationship between the commutation
measure and the convergence time was found.

The effectiveness of the commutation measure
as a criterion for selecting optimal mapping op-
erators is demonstrated by analyzing a parame-
terized set of operators:

2M
S
l,1(α) =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 2| + α |0, 0⟩ ⟨2,−1|

+ |1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−2|
]

l,l+1

2M
S
l,2(α) =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 1| +

√
1 − α2 |1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−1|

+ |1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 0|
]

l,l+1
. (22)

Fig. 6(c) illustrates the relationship between the
convergence time and commutation measure for
different values of α. Both measures exhibit a U-
shaped pattern, with a minimum at α = 0.404.
This observation suggests that the commutation
measure can serve as a reliable indicator for se-
lecting optimal mapping operators.

To optimize the mapping operators, we em-
ployed gradient descent techniques to minimize
the commutation measure. Each mapping op-
erator was parameterized using a 4 × 5 matrix,
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Figure 6: This figure shows the convergence behavior of different mapping operators at a system size of L = 10. (a)
shows the energy per bond for four different mapping operators: the (1) blue curve represents the mapping operators
used in the rest of the paper, the (2) red curve represents an improved version of the mapping operators, the (3)
yellow curve represents mapping operators optimized to minimize the commutation measure, and the (4) gray dotted
curve represents mapping operators optimized to minimize the commutation measure while not enforcing the equation
(Eq. 14). (b) shows the entanglement entropy for the different mapping operators. (c) shows the convergence time
and the commutation measure for mapping operators 2M(α) for different values of α. The minimum value for both
measures is observed at α = 0.404, marked by a red cross in the legend of sub-figure (a) and in sub-figure (c).

where each matrix element maps a state from the
spin-2 subspace to the spin-(0,1) subspace.

The resulting optimized operators were
minimized to a commutation measure of
comm(3M) = 15.5 with the form:

α = 0.8482

3M
S
l,1 =

[
|1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 2| + |1, 0⟩ ⟨2, 1|α

+ |0, 0⟩ ⟨2, 1|
√

1 − α2

+ |1,−1⟩ ⟨2, 0| 1√
2

]
l,l+1

3M
S
l,2 =

[
|1,−1⟩ ⟨2,−2| + |1, 0⟩ ⟨2,−1|α

+ |0, 0⟩ ⟨2,−1|
√

1 − α2

+ |1, 1⟩ ⟨2, 0| 1√
2

]
l,l+1

. (23)

The table below presents the results for con-
vergence time and commutation measures associ-
ated with the three aforementioned mapping op-
erators.

comm tconv

1M 18.2 10.94
2M 16.7 9.51
3M 15.5 7.66

A significant observation is the correlation be-
tween the decrease in commutation measure and
the decrease in convergence time. The energy

evolution for these mapping operators can be
examined in Fig. 6(a). Furthermore, Fig. 6(b)
shows that mapping operators with lower com-
mutation measures produce less undesired entan-
glement, as hypothesized.

It is worth mentioning that the causal relation-
ship between the commutation relation and con-
vergence time was established only after most of
the computationally expensive simulations were
completed. In the previous section, the mapping
operators in Eq. 21 were used. They perform ap-
proximately 20% worse than the fully optimized
ones Eq. 21 but, no qualitative change between
the time evolution was found. Consequently, the
original choice of mapping operators was retained
to conserve computational resources.

An important observation is that not enforcing
the Hamiltonian constraint, as shown in Eq. 14,
allows for smaller commutation measures. How-
ever, the resulting dynamics exhibit slow con-
vergence, as shown by the black dotted line in
Fig. 6(a). This slow convergence is due to the
weak mapping of certain states in the spin-2 sub-
space to the spin-(0,1) subspace. Such cases oc-
cur when the mapping operators sum to an oper-
ator with eigenvalues unequal to one for eigenvec-
tors in the spin-2 subspace. It should be noted
that the choice of optimal mapping operators is
not unique. Several alternatives with compara-
bly small commutation measures perform equally
well; however, the simplest-looking option is pre-
sented here. It is possible to apply the same
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procedure with three mapping operators instead
of two. Nonetheless, using three mapping oper-
ators requires additional ancilla qutrits and re-
sults in higher commutation measures due to the
increased number of terms in the commutation
relation. An alternative mapping approach to
map away from the spin-2 subspace is to use dif-
ferent operators for even and odd sites. This
method results in a reduced commutation mea-
sure of comm(M) = 11.5. However, the con-
vergence rate of the operators obtained by this
approach is slow, suggesting that further condi-
tions must be satisfied for fast convergence rates.
These conditions are likely to be satisfied auto-
matically if the operators used for odd and even
sites are identical.

6 Dephasing Noise

We test the protocol’s resilience to dephasing er-
rors, which erases quantum entanglement during
the dynamics. We consider here Markovian pro-
cesses described by the Lindbladian

χ̇ = −i[H,χ] + ϵ
∑

l,α∈{↑,0,↓}

[
Pα

l χP
α†
l − 1

3χ
]
,

(24)

which affects both the system and ancillas
through a Lindbladian Here, the Pα operators
project the system and ancillas into spin-up,
spin-zero, or spin-down states.

Dephasing is implemented by performing ran-
dom projection measurements without resetting,
with probability P (ϵ) = 1−e−ϵdt applied to both
the system and the ancillas.

A metric for evaluating the performance of the
protocol is the stationary mean energy Eb =

1
k(L−1)

∑N
i=N−k Tr(Hχ(ti)), which indicates the

degree of convergence to the target state upon
reaching equilibrium (see Fig. 7(a)). For error
rates of ϵ = 0.015 and 0.030, the optimal δt re-
mains approximately π

2 . This is consistent with
the optimal δt obtained in the absence of errors,
leading to the conclusion that the optimal δt is
independent of the error rate.

It is crucial to evaluate the robustness of the
protocol against different noise levels. For this
purpose, both the infidelity and the mean energy
per bond at equilibrium are plotted against the
error rate in Fig. 7(b). Stopping the protocol

at a predetermined time when equilibrium is as-
sumed to be reached is inefficient. Instead, the
information obtained from measuring the ancillas
can be used to determine when to stop the evolu-
tion of the state, this is done in a similar fashion
to Matthies et al. [27]. The state’s evolution is
stopped when no ancillas have been measured in
an excited state for a duration of twait = 4δt, at
which point fidelity and energy per bond are mea-
sured. Importantly, extending the waiting time
would not substantially improve fidelity to the
target state, as the primary factor affecting per-
formance at large twait is the likelihood of an er-
ror occurring during the final Hamiltonian evolu-
tion. This simple selection mechanism enhances
fidelity by approximately a factor of three. This
allows the self-correcting nature of the protocol
to achieve even better fidelities, exceeding a fi-
delity of F = 0.99 at ϵ = 10−3, with the help of
the stopping time selection scheme.

Fig. 7(c) shows the average time for the sys-
tem to exhibit no ancilla flips for twait = 4δt. For
small error rates, these values converge to the
error-free convergence time discussed in Sec. 4.2.
For larger error rates, an exponential growth
with the error rate is observed. This exponential
growth is expected, as higher error rates make
it exponentially less likely to encounter a period
where no excited ancillas are measured.

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, this study investigated the poten-
tial applications of a stroboscopic map for quan-
tum state preparation, based on the periodic re-
setting of ancillary degrees of freedom. We fo-
cused on the protocol introduced by Gefen et al.
[28] for unravelling quantum state steering into
states with frustration-free parent Hamiltonians,
and went beyond the regimes discussed there.
The AKLT state was chosen as a test case due
to its simplicity, topological symmetry-protected
properties, and potential usefulness for quantum
computation. Although the protocol is applica-
ble to other states with similar features, such as
the cluster state, the investigation primarily cen-
tered on the AKLT state. This study provided
insights into different regimes dictated by the an-
cilla resetting time.

Two distinct limits of the system’s evolution
were identified: the weak-coupling limit, re-
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Figure 7: The figure demonstrates the dependencies of mean bond energy Eb, infidelity 1 − F , and convergence
time tconv on error rates ϵ and measurement time intervals δt for a system size of L = 10. In subplot (a), ϵ is held
constant at 0.015 and 0.03, while δt varies. Subplots (b) and (c) employ a fixed δt of π

2 , with ϵ serving as the variable
parameter. In (b), equilibrium values for energy per bond are calculated using Eb = 1

k(L−1)
∑N

i=N−k Tr(Hχ(ti)). The
selection scheme’s energies (red) and infidelities (black) are assessed by measuring observables after four consecutive
evolution and measurement cycles without ancilla flips. In (c), the duration required to measure four successive
cycles without any ancilla flipping is depicted for different error rates. At low error rates tconv converges to noise-free
convergence time.

sembling Markovian dynamics and described by
a Lindblad equation, and the strong-coupling
limit, characterized by increasing entanglement
entropy production. A broad optimum between
these two limits was found around Jδt ≃ π

2 , a
value identified in a simplified model of commut-
ing mapping operators. In turn, a measure of
non-commutativity was used to determine opti-
mal mapping operators: the higher such a mea-
sure is, the more entanglement entropy is pro-
duced, and the slower the convergence.

In the strong-coupling limit, despite the
evident peak of generated entanglement, we
identified no phase transition in the model.
To this end, we introduced an entanglement-
extrapolation technique and highlighted that no
lattice size dependent discontinuity emerged in
either the time to reach the peak or its value.
We, therefore, concluded that the protocol con-
verges also at large δt, albeit slower and slower.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that the pro-
tocol is resistant to dephasing noise, achieving a
fidelity F > 0.99 for an error rate of ϵ = 10−3.
The optimal resetting time remained approxi-
mately Jδt = π

2 , and the protocol exhibited a
self-correcting nature. A stopping time selection
scheme based on the ancilla measurement results
was introduced, which improved fidelity by ap-
proximately a factor of three.

It is worth noting that the recent work by
Smith et al. [16] presents a method that out-
performs the approach in preparing specifically

the AKLT state. However, their method relies
on non-local measurement-based feedback, which
is not yet widely accessible on current quantum
platforms. This work contributes to the under-
standing of alternative or complementary state
preparation methods, where the roles of measure-
ment and non-locality may be removed.

Future research directions include studying the
behavior of the protocol for different Hamiltoni-
ans and target states, as well as exploring alter-
native strategies for choosing the mapping op-
erators, such as incorporating feedback and us-
ing machine learning methods. Overall, the re-
sults can contribute to the development of noise-
resistant state preparation routines, especially in
the context of noisy intermediate-scale quantum
(NISQ) devices.
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A Imaginary time evolution
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Figure 8: The figure shows the exponential coefficient c of the energy evolution E(t) = ect+a for different values
of δt after the system has reached the convergence time tconv. A linear fit of c(δt) for Ls = 15 gives a slope of
∆̃E = −0.351 ± 0.009, which is consistent with the theoretical value for the energy gap.

This section presents an analysis of the dynamics’ evolution beyond tconv, which represents the time
when the ancillas no longer flip into an excited state. The lack of ancilla flipping effectively causes
only the imaginary time evolution term in Eq. 15 to act on the state. If this assumption holds true,
the energy gap of the AKLT Hamiltonian can be readily obtained. By comparing this energy gap
to values reported in the literature, we can confirm the accuracy of our assumption regarding the
protocol reducing to imaginary time evolution.

At tconv, the state closely approximates the AKLT state, allowing us to assume a low-temperature
thermal state:

ρ = |E0⟩ ⟨E0|
1 + e−∆Eβ0

+ |E1⟩ ⟨E1| e−∆Eβ0

1 + e−∆Eβ0
(25)

where |E1⟩ denotes the first excited state, ∆E represents the energy gap, and β0 is the inverse tem-
perature. Evolving the state with the imaginary time evolution term in Eq. 15 results in:

e− t
2 HAKLTδtρe− t

2 HAKLTδt = |E0⟩ ⟨E0|
1 + e−∆Eβ0

+ |E1⟩ ⟨E1|
1 + e∆E(β0+δt·t) (26)

E(t) = ∆E
1 + e∆E(β0+δt·t) (27)

Consequently, if β0 is sufficiently large, the energy should scale as E(t) ∝ e−∆Eδt·t. To compare this
relationship with the simulation data, the exponential factor c(δt) can be calculated by fitting the
exponential E(t) = ect+a to the energy of the trajectories after tconv. This fitting produces the data
shown in Fig. 8, which displays a linear decrease until it starts to flatten near δt = π

2 . The linear

part was fit with c(δt) ≈ −δt∆̃E + b, yielding ∆̃E = 0.351 ± 0.009. This value is consistent with the
energy gap of the AKLT Hamiltonian, ∆E = 0.3501 [56], thus corroborating our comprehension of
the dynamics.

B Entanglement extrapolation

In this section, we introduce a novel technique to extrapolate the entanglement of a Matrix Product
State (MPS). This method is crucial for determining the validity duration of an MPS simulation and
for addressing the question of whether an entanglement phase transition can be observed.
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Figure 9: (a) The entanglement is extrapolated from a bond dimension of 44 using Eq. 29. (b) The maximal
entanglement achieved in a simulation for a system size of Ls = 15 is shown. By comparing extrapolated and non-
extrapolated results, we can see that the extrapolated values at a bond dimension of 44 match the more expensive
simulation at a bond dimension of 100. (c) The same plot as in (b) is shown, but this time comparing different
system sizes Ls.

The entanglement of a quantum system can be computed by bisecting the system and performing

a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) |ψ⟩ =
∑2L/2

i λi |ψi
L⟩ ⊗ |ψi

R⟩. Once the singular values are

obtained, the entanglement entropy can be calculated using the expression S =
∑2L/2

i λ2
i log(λ2

i ). The
tensor network technique involves retaining only the largest λi, so that the new entanglement is

pi = λ2
i∑cut

i λ2
i

S(cut) =
cut∑
i

pilog(pi). (28)

If the discarded λi are excessively large, the simulation is no longer valid.
Our approach approximates the magnitude of the discarded eigenvalues through a four-step process.

First, simulations are conducted at both small and large bond dimensions. Second, the entanglement
is computed for various cutting points at both bond dimensions. Third, the saturation entanglement
entropy is extrapolated by fitting S(cut) with cut < 0.9bondsmall:

S(cut) = Ssat tanh
(
log(cut)σ1

Ssat
+ log(cut)2σ2

Ssat

+
√
log(cut)σ3
Ssat

)
. (29)

Lastly, the resulting saturation points Ssat are compared for both bond dimensions. If they match,
the extrapolation is deemed valid, and a new extrapolation is performed with S(cut) with cut <
0.9bondlarge.
It is important to note that the magnitude of the σ1 term indicates the number of eigenvalues

needed to reach the saturation point, while the terms σ2 and σ3 slightly adjust the curvature of the
saturation curve and are nearly zero for most extrapolations. Adding more terms to the expansion
does not affect the saturation point Ssat. An example of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 9(a).
In Fig. 9(b), the maximal entanglement achieved in the simulation Smax is presented for bond

dimensions of 44 and 100, with extrapolation both enabled and disabled. It is evident that although the
non-extrapolated values diverge, the extrapolated ones yield consistent results. Given that conducting
a simulation at bond dimension 100 is eight times more resource-intensive than at bond dimension 44,
these findings are promising.
Lastly, Fig. 9(c) displays the maximal entropy observed in the simulation for various reset intervals

δt across different lattice sizes. The values of Smax without employing the extrapolation technique
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Figure 10: The figure shows the measurement-induced steering of three different product states (blue: all spins
pointing upwards, green: all spins in the zero component, and red: alternating spin up and down), as well as a
random initial MPS state with a bond dimension of 44 (yellow). Panel (a) shows that states with lower initial energy
converge faster, as indicated by the smoothed energy per bond Eb. Panel (b) reveals that the average bipartite
entanglement entropy increases and then decreases for the product states but steadily decreases for the random
states, resulting in entropies between log(2) and log(4). This indicates a different mixture of the four AKLT states
based on the initial state.

begin to flatten as they approach the maximal entropy that the MPS can represent log(100). In
contrast, the extrapolated values increase linearly until their validity can no longer be verified. This
demonstrates the importance of applying the extrapolation technique to ensure the reliability of the
results.

C Different initial states
In this appendix, we explore the robustness of our results by considering four different initial states.
These states consist of: all spins pointing up (blue); all spins in the zero component (green); alternating
spin up and down (red); and a random initial MPS state with a bond dimension of 44 (yellow). As
seen in Fig. 8(a), states with lower initial energy converge faster, as expected since they are closer
to the ground state. Fig. 8(b) shows that the average bipartite entanglement entropy increases and
then decreases for the product states, but steadily decreases for the random states. This results in
entropies between log(2) and log(4), indicating a different mixture of the four AKLT states depending
on the initial state. We attribute this to the fact that the product state with all spin components in
the zero state is closer to the AKLT state in which the two edge modes are entangled.
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